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Let g and n be positive integers and let a, = (g, n) and a, = (g”, n). I f  h s 0 
(mod na,/a,), then the g-circulant whose Hall polynomial is equal to x?::i xi 
satisfies the matrix equation A m = D, where n is the size of matrix J. 
In this paper, all matrices are of size n X II over integers and the indices 
run from 0 to n - 1. Let J denote a square matrix with all entries equal to 1. 
The matrix equation 
Am=W (1) 
has been studied by Knuth [l], Ryser [2], Lam [3], and the author [4]. In 
[4], we have determined all the (0, 1) g-circulants which satisfy Eq. (1) 
under the assumption g” = 0 (mod n). Here a g-circulant is a matrix of the 
form [cjPi,], where j - ig are computed modulo n. For a g-circulant A with 
first row vector (co,..., c n- i), let 0,(x) = C;:,’ cixi be its Hall polynomial. 
Conversely, for a polynomial 19(x) of degree less than n, let C,(B) be the g- 
circulant such that its Hall polynomial is equal to B(x). For convenience, for 
a positive integer h, let cr,,(x) = Cf:,I xi and for a set of integers b, ,..., b,, let 
(b i ,..., b,) denote its gtd. 
In [4], we also proved the following results: 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that gm = 0 (mod n) and h = 0 (mod( g, n)). 
Then C,(a,) satisfies Eq. (1). 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that h = sg for some s and sgm = 0 (mod n). 
Then C,(a,) satisJes Eq. (1). 
The present research was motivated by these two results. In this note, we 
shall prove the following result: 
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MAIN THEOREM. If h = 0 (mod n( g, n)/( g”, n)), then C&a,,) satisfies 
Eq- (1). 
PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we shall prove some preliminaries. The proofs are very 
elementary which are included for the convenience of readers. For i > 0, let 
ai=(gi,n) and for O<i(m-2, letpi=ai+i/ai and/?,,-,=n/a,-,. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(i) For 1 Q i < m - 2, pi- I = 0 (mod pi). 
(ii) (aiaj, n) = aitj. 
(iii) For 0 < i < m - 2, (g, n/a,) = pi. 
(iv) lcm{&,&-,~ = naIla,. 
ProoJ: (i) Pi_~P;‘=af/ai_,ai+,=(g’,n)(g’,n)/(g’-’,n)(g’+’,n) 
= ((g’, n)g’, (g’, n) n)/((g’-‘3 n)g’+‘, (g’-‘7 n) n) 
= ( gzi, ng’, n’)/( g*i, ng’- ‘, n’). 
Now it is clear that Bi-, = 0 (mod pi). 
(ii) (aiaj, n) = ((g’, n)(gj, n), n) = (giti, ng’, ng’, n*, n) 
.-- 
= (gi+J, TI) = ai+j* 
(ii> (g, n/ail = (l/a&i & n) = (1/4((s’, n) g, n) 
= (l/a,)(g’+‘, n)=ai+,/ai=/3,. 
(iv> lcm{Po,P~-1~=PoP~-1/~o~P~-1)=~all(Qla,-l~~)=~a~la,~ 
LEMMA 2.2. For each 1 < i < m - 1, there exists 0 < ai < n/a, such that 
pi-,g’-‘+a,g’~O (mod n). (2) 
Proof Since pi-1 = (g, n/ai-1) and Pi-,ai-, =ai, there exists 0 < ai < 
n/a, such that 1 + aiglPi-, z 0 (mod n/Pi_,ai_,), then 
~i-~gi-l+a~gi=~,_~gi-l(l +aig/fii-1) 
= dg’-‘P,-, n/Pi-,a,-, (for some d) 
= dn gi-‘/ai-l = 0 (mod n). 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 < i < m - 2 and let x be an arbitrary integer. Then 
there exists positive integers y, z such that 0 < y < pi and 
xgi z ygi + zgi+l (mod n). (3) 
Proof. Let y=x (mod/I,), O<y</3, and let O<z<n and Z= 
--ai+ 1(x - Y)/‘Pi (mod 4. 
Then (3) follows easily from (2). 
LEMMA 2.4. For each 0 < t < n, there exists a unique m-tuple r(t) = 
(to,..., t,-, ) with 0 < t, < pi, 0 < i < m - 1, such that 
m-l 
c tig’Gt (mod n). (4) 
i=O 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemma 2.3 that there exists 0 < ti < pi for 
O<i<m-2 such that 
m-2 
t= c tigi+bg”-’ (mod n) 
i=O 
(5) 
for some b. Let O<t,-, <p,-, and t,-, = b (mod B,,-,). Since 
Pm-, gm-’ E 0 (mod n), (4) follows from (5). 
Next, suppose that 0 < ti, tf < pi for 0 < i & m - 1 and 
m-1 
C (tr - t[) g’ = 0 (mod n). 
i=O 
Suppose that t j  = t j  for 0 < j < k. Then from (6) we have 
m-l 
gk s (ti-ttf)g’-&O (mod n). 
i=k 
Divide (7) by ak and we get 
Since ak = (gk, n), gk/ak and n/ak are relative prime. From (8), we get 
m-l 
This implies 
t, - t; s 0 
(6) 
(7) 
(10) 
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By Lemma 2.1, pk = (g, n/uk). This implies 
t, - t; = 0 (mod Pk). 
Hence t, = t; because 0 < t,, t; < Pk. It follows by induction on k that ti = t; 
for all 0 < i < m - 1. This proves the uniqueness of r(t). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let r(t) = (to ,..., t+,), where 0 < t < n. Then t = 0 
(mod a& if and only if ti = 0 for all 0 < i < k. 
Proof. If ti = 0 for all 0 < i < k, then 
tz gk (zi tigipk] (mod n). 
Since uk = (g”, n), t z 0 (mod ak). 
Conversely, suppose that t z 0 (mod ak) and 
m-l 
\’ fig&t 
ire 
(mod n), (11) 
where0~ti</?,for0~i~m-1.Supposethatti=0for0~i~j-1 and 
j < k. Then from (11) we have 
m-1 
x tig’rt (mod n) (12) 
i=j 
or, equivalently, 
m-1 
t-tj$, &‘+I 1 tigi-j-’ (mod n). (13) 
i=j+ 1 
From (13) we get 
t - tj g’ = 0 (mod aj+ 1). (14) 
Since t = 0 (mod uk) and j + 1 < k, from (14) we get 
tj g’ = 0 (mod ajt 1). (15) 
Divide (15) by uj, and we get 
tj g’laj = 0 (mod Pj)* (16) 
Since aj = (g’, aj+ ,), g’/aj and /Ii are relative prime. Equation (16) implies 
tj = 0 (mod pj) and it follows that tj = 0 since 0 < tj < pj. Now it follows by 
induction on j that ti = 0 for 0 < i < k. 
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We remark that although we are primarily interested in the case that 
(g, n) # 1, however, we do not exclude the case that (g, n) = 1. In this case, 
/30=...=/?m-2=1 and/?,-,=n. 
3. n(f) AND /I,#) 
For 0 < t < n, let 
I 
m-1 
A(0 = (X0,“., X,-I ))O<xi<n,O&i<m-1, v xig’-t(modn) 
,ro ! 
and, for 0 < h < n, let 
Ah(f)= l(Xo,...,Xm--l ) E A (1) IO < xi < h, 0 < i < m - 1 }. 
In this section we shall prove some results on A(t) and A,(t) which will be 
needed later. For 0 < i < m - 1, let C+. be defined by Si = (Si, ,..., di,,- ,), 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta. For convenience, sometimes we use xi to 
denote the ith component of an m-tuple x. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let e,,- 1 s /I,,-,&,-, (modn) and for O<j<m-2, 
let ej be defined by 
eje/lj6j+r(aj+,gi+‘) (mod n>, (17) 
whereO<eji<nforallO<j<m-l,O,<i<m-1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For 0 <j< m - 1, ej E A(0) and satisfies the 
folio wing conditions : 
(i) e],=Ofir i< j, 
(ii) 0 Q eji < pi for i > j, 
(iii) ejj -/Ii (mod n). 
Proof: Let 0 < j < m - 2. By (17) we have 
m-1 m--l 
s ejigi=pjgj+ x r(aj+,gi+l)igi 
i=O i=O 
By (4) we have 
(mod n). (18) 
m--l 
C ?(aj+Igi+‘)ig’~aj+1gi+’ (mod n). (19) 
i=O 
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It follows from (2), (18), and (19) that 
m-1 
C ejigirO (mod n). (20) 
i=O 
This is equivalent to ej E A(0). It is easy to see that e,,-, E A(0) since 
/I,,-,g”-‘=O (mod n). By Lemma 2.5, ~(a~+,g’+‘)~=O for i<j+ 1. It 
follows that eji = 0 for j < i and ejj = /Ii (mod n). Since r(aj+, g” ‘)i < pi for 
all 0 < i < m - 1, we have 0 < eji < pi for i > j. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.2. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let h be a positive integer and let x, y be two m-tuples. 
We say that x -,, y if there exist integers di, 0 < i < m - 1, such that 
m-l 
x-yr 1 di(h& - r(hg’)) (mod n). 
i=O 
(21) 
The proof of the following lemma is routine and is left to the readers. 
LEMMA 3.4. 
(i) The symbol -,, is an equivalence relation. 
(ii) rf x -,, y and x’ -,, y’, then ax + px’ -,, ay + /?y 
Where a, p are integers 
(iii) For 0 < i < m - 1, h& -,, s(hg’). 
tiv) If x -h y, then Cj’=;’ (xi - yi) g’ = 0 (mod n). 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let O<t<n. If h>pp, for O<i<m-1, then for 
each x E A(t), there is at least one x* E A,,(t) such that x -,, x*. 
Proof. Let $2 = (y E A(t) 1 y -* x}. Define a partial order > in 12 as 
follows: For each y E Q, there is an index i = i(y) such that 0 < yk < h for 
all k < i and yi+ I > h if i < m - 1. Define y > z if i(y) > i(z) or if i = i(y) = 
i(z) < m - 1, yi+[ < Zi+l* Let y be a maximal element of Q. If y ‘Z Ah(t), 
theni=i(y)<m-1 andy,+,>h.LetO<c<handc=y,+, (modh)and 
let 
Z=y+ (C-Yi+1)6i+l +dT(hg’+‘), (22) 
where d= (yi+, - c)/h. Note that 
Y=Y + (C-Yi+l)8i+l=dhSi+l (23) 
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and hSi+ , -,, t(hg’+ ‘). It follows that z E L?. Since t(hg’+ ‘)k = 0 for 0 < k < 
i+ l,zk=yk for O<k<i. From (22), we have 
zi+l=c+((~i+~-c)lh)~(h~i+‘)i+I~ (24) 
Since we assumed that pi+, < h, r(hg’+ l)i+, < h. This implies that 
‘ifI < Yi+l* Now it is not difficult to see that z > y. This contradicts the 
maximality of y. Hence if y is maximal, then y E/i,,(t). This proves 
Proposition 3.5. 
We remark that Proposition 3.5 does not hold if we do not assume h >/Ii 
for O<i<m- 1. 
4. A REPRESENTATION FOR xEA,,(t) 
In this section, we will prove the following results. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 0 < t c n. If h > pi for 0 < i < m - 1, then for 
each x E Ah(t), there existsO<di<h/~i,O<i<m-l,such that 
m-1 
x-,,r(t) + c die,. 
i=O 
(25) 
Proof. Let x E A,,(t) and let r(t) = (to,..., t,,,- ,). We will define integers di 
with 0 < di < h//I, inductively as follows: Suppose that we have define 
do,..., 4+-l and there is 
k-l 
YEhI I- =s tig’ 
,s 
such that yi = 0 for 0 < i < k and 
k-l 
x -,, y + C (die, + ti6i). 
i=O 
It follows from (26) that 
m-1 
-7 (yi-tti)g’cO 
,rk 
Divide (28) by uk, we get 
(mod n). 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
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Since gk/a, and nfak are relative prime, we get 
(30) 
Since pk = (g, n/a,), from (30) we get yk E t, (mod Pk). Since 0 < t, < pk 
and 0 < y, < h, define d, = (y, - tk)/Pk. Then 0 < d, < h/Pk. It is easy to 
verify that 
. (31) 
Let ~=(y-d~e,-t,6,)*EA,(t--~~=,t~g’). Then zi=yi=O for O,< 
i < k, and zk = 0 from the definition of d,. We also have y -,, 
z + d,e, + t,6,. Now it is not difficult to see by induction on k that there 
exist integers 0 < di < h/Pi, 0 < i < m - 1 and there is 
such that y,=O for O<i,<m- 1 and 
m-1 
x--,y+ 1 (diei + t&). 
i=O 
It is obvious that y = 0. Note also that 
m-1 
-7‘ t,& = 7(t). 
,TO 
It follows that 
m-1 
x-~ 7(t) + 1 die,. 
i=O 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x,y En,(t) such that x-~ y. Zf h z 0 (mod na,/a,), 
then x = y. 
Proof: Note that the assumption on h implies that h s 0 (mod pi) for 0 < 
i < nz - 1 by Lemma 2.1. By Definition 3.3, there exist integers di, 0 < i < 
m - 1, such that 
m--l 
x - y = x d,(hS, - r(hg’)) 
i=O 
(mod n). (36) 
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Suppose that di = 0 and xi = yi for 0 < i < k. By (36) we have 
m-1 
Xk - y/( = C di(hd, - t(hg’),) E d, h 
i=O 
(mod n) (37) 
since r(hg’), = 0 for i > k by Lemma 2.5. Since 0 < xkr y, < h, (37) implies 
that xk = y, and d, = 0. Now Lemma 4.2 follows by induction on k. 
The following results follows immediately from Proposition 4.1 and 
Lemma 4.2: 
THEOREM 4.3. For 0 < t < n, let x E A,(t). If h = 0 (mod na,/a,), then 
there exist 0 < di < h/Pi, 0 < i < m - 1 such that 
m-l * 
x = r(t) + 1 diei 
i=O 
5. A PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
First, let us recall a result from [2]. 
THEOREM 5.1. A necessary and suflcient condition for a g-circulant A to 
satisfy Eq. (1) is that 0,(x) satisfies 
m-1 
(mod x” - l), 
where T(x) = 2;:; xi. 
THEOREM 5.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for C&a,,) to satisfy 
Eq. (1) is that IA,,(t)1 = J. for 0 < t < n. 
ProoJ: It is not difficult to see that the coefficient of x’ in the product 
m-1 
n( 
m-1 
r xigj 
1 
(modx”- 1) 
j=O ,F, 
is equal to IA(t Now Theorem 5.2 follows from Theorem 5.1. 
Finally we prove our main theorem as follows: It follows from 
Theorem 4.3 that 
582a/33/3-5 
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On the other hand, 
It follows that 1 Ah(t)1 = A for 0 < t < n. Now the main theorem follows from 
Theorem 5.2. 
Remarks. 
(i) We conjecture that the sufftcient condition in the main theorem is 
also necessary. 
(ii) It is likely that the method of this paper can be applied to study 
the g-circulant solutions to the matrix equation A” = dZ + AJ. 
(iii) In general, the matrix equation Am = dZ + A.Z is much more 
difficult to study. Besides the results of [2], we have found the following g- 
circulant solutions. Let h be a positive integer and let n = h* - h + 1, g = 
h - 1, and A = h + 1. Then the g-circulant C&t,) satisfies A 3 = -Z + AZ. 
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